WORLD CLASS CONNECTIONS...
..in the manufacture of electrical and
electronic control systems and assemblies

www.powerpanels.uk.com

WORLD CLASS CONNECTIONS

We are proud to be recognised as one of the world’s leading providers of electrical control
systems, cable harnesses and sub-contract manufacturing solutions.

“ PP Electrical Systems
provide bespoke
manufacturing
solutions to no fewer
than 12 of the World’s
number one machinery
manufacturers...and this
number is growing”.

David Fox
CEO & Chairman
PP ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS LTD.

WINNERS
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Our aim is to provide our customers with the
optimum business solution that addresses
their specific needs, both now and in the
future. The relationship that is developed
adds maximum value to their supply chain
and production requirements, looking at
how we can help reduce costs and
manufacturing lead times.
The products we build are often the first
critical link in a supply chain that will
ultimately lead to PP Electrical Systems
influencing the performance of a F1 race
car, how a potentially life saving medical
examination is conducted and how energy
from renewable sources is captured...
our ability to supply customers with a ‘World
Class Connection’ is therefore of paramount
importance in everything we do.
You can be confident that in addition
to the unquestionable endorsement
provided by our current customer base,
our business has also been recognised as
a leading manufacturer by high-profile
organisations such as Cranfield University
and the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
not to mention collecting no fewer than
9 industry awards in recent years.

Industries served include
n Air Conditioning & Refrigeration
n Buildings & Infrastructure
n Food Processing
n Inspection & Safety
n Machine Tool
n Medical
n Power & Energy
n Packaging
n Printing
n Scientific Equipment
n Security
n Semi-conductor Manufacturing
n Transport

Supplier to 12 of the World’s
leading machinery manufacturers

7 Best Factory Awards
2 Manufacturing
Excellence Awards

40,000 sq ft world class

production facility

Serving 20 countries in

5 continents
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CONNECTING PEOPLE & PROCESSES
Quality is never an accident; it is always the result of high intention, sincere effort, intelligent
direction and skilful execution…it represents the wise choice of many alternatives.

“A strategic blend of
the latest automation
available, lean Six
Sigma manufacturing
principals coupled
with an engaged and
skilled workforce of
over 200 people, has
enabled us to provide
our customers with the
highest levels of quality
on a consistent basis.”

Tony Hague
Managing Director
PP ELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS LTD.

Our commitment to world class quality is
further endorsed through our significant
investment in the very latest automation
available for cable preparation, this has
enabled us to provide our customers with
consistent quality at Six Sigma levels.
Much of the automation used by PP Electrical
Systems is unique to our industry, with over
£1 million invested in areas such as cable
cutting, stripping, marking, termination and
automatic crimp force monitoring.
Through our own in-house training school,
we ensure that all employees are developed
to be the very best they can be, creating
a culture that encourages ownership and
delivers reliable connections time and
time again.
In addition to ISO9001:2008, the company
is one of a small number of manufacturers
to be fully certified for both UL508A and
(c) UL508A (CSA) for the design and build
of electrical controls systems for the US
and North American markets.

508A
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PP Electrical Systems has become
a signatory for the Aerospace
and Defence World Class Supply
Chains Programme (SC21)

Six Sigma quality processes
Over 200 skilled employees
In excess of £1 Million invested
in automation
ISO 9001: 2008 Approved

(c) UL508A Approved
SC21 Signatory,

Aerospace & Defence
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PARTNERSHIPS & CONNECTIONS
The ability to cross fertilise skills and knowledge gained from one industry sector to
another has resulted in amazing results for our customers.
Creating the right connections in the
business sense is vital if we are to offer our
customers more than simply a good product.
Understanding the true complexity of
their unique processes enables us to work
with them to address and support their
manufacturing challenges and issues.
We look at the entire build process, end to
end, in order to identify all areas of potential
cost down and improvement.

Through the combined knowledge of
our supply partners, many of whom are
experts in automation, sensing, control and
inter-connectivity, PP Electrical Systems
is able to offer solutions using the latest
technology available.
Our own design capabilities encompass both
electrical design, CAD work in 2D and 3D, as
well as a full design for manufacture service
in which we can work with our customers to
look at the potential benefits associated with
standardisation and modularisation.

“The emphasis is on building a product of exceptional quality
and providing a manufacturing solution to the customer that adds
significant and measurable value to their business.”
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PP Electrical Systems works closely with local
schools and colleges in order to promote
engineering and manufacturing disciplines
as career choices for talented students.
In addition, close bonds have been created
with leading Universities, making use of
student placements, supporting graduate
education and the identification and
implementation of knowledge transfer
partnerships. This will allow us to work with
the brightest minds to seek and deliver
innovation to our customers.

Tony Glasscoe
Sales Director
PP ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS LTD.

Midlands Assembly Network (MAN)

PP Electrical Systems is part of the MAN Group
of companies, a formal collaboration of like minded,
exemplar manufacturers involved in a wide variety
of disciplines, including fabrication, plastic moulding,
PCB production and assembly, machined parts
and die casting.
This combined capability has further aided our
ability to offer our customers a total manufacturing
and supply chain solution that provides them
with security of supply, increased cost downs and
greater innovation in new product development.
More information: www.man-group.co.uk
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GLOBALLY CONNECTING INDUSTRIES
Working with the World’s leading machinery manufacturers in some of the most demanding
industries means we must constantly prove to be the best partner for our customers.

Since it’s foundation in 1967, PP Electrical
Systems has transformed from a regional
control panel builder into an internationally
recognised business.
We now export to all corners of the globe
and are recognised as a world leader in the
design and build of electrical control systems,
electronic assemblies, cable harnesses and
full service manufacturing solutions.

“With the shift in global manufacturing regions,
PP Electrical Systems now exports products to the whole of
Europe, Asia and the United States.”
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Brian Wood
Sales Manager
PP ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS LTD.

2011 saw the creation of our first
overseas operation, PP Electrical Systems
GmbH, based out of Hamburg, Germany.
The OEM market in Germany was already important
to us and this decision further demonstrates our
commitment to developing relationships in mainland
Europe with the use of locally based engineers
and customer support.
The need to provide an internationally accepted
design and manufacturing solution is further
enhanced by our full certification to both UL508A
and (c)UL508A (CSA) standards for the American
and North American markets.
Securing these accreditations ensure that our
customers products can be marketed and sold on
a global basis.

508A

Oliver Bluck
PP ELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS GmbH.

Christopher Simpson
PP ELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS GmbH.
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CRITICAL CONNECTIONS

Through our customers and their markets, PP Electrical Systems is often the first link in a
complex supply chain that touches all our lives.
You may be sitting watching Formula 1 on
TV, whilst eating a packet of crisps, drinking
a glass of milk, perhaps ringing a friend
on your mobile phone and not once will it
cross your mind that all of these day-to-day
activities are reliant on what happens in
PP Electrical Systems’ world class facility in
the heart of the Midlands.

The control systems we design and build are
integral to complex automated machinery
that is used in a wide range of industry
sectors, such as food processing, packaging,
dairy, energy, medical, machine tool, security,
buildings and vehicles...to name just a few.

“The need to provide guaranteed quality and service is without
discussion, not only for the sake of our customers, but also for their
customers and ultimately the end user.”

Electrical controls and cable harnesses for use in
PV printing lines used for solar cell production.
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Automated control systems used in the dairy
industries.

Electrical assemblies and cable harnesses used
in electronic screen printing equipment for the
production of Printed Circuit Boards.

Tony Hague
Managing Director
PP ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS LTD.

Bespoke manufacturing solutions for tray sealing
equipment used in the food industries.

Electrical control systems used on CNC machine
tools for the production of specialist automotive
parts for F1 racing.

Sub contract manufacturing solution for medical
endoscopy cleaning and sanitisation.

Electrical control systems used for produce
labelling machinery in the fruit industry.

Bespoke manufacturing solutions for high speed
multi-head weighing equipment used in the
food and snack industries.
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“PP Electrical Systems is a global leader

in every sense of the word”
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+44 (0)1922 419109
+44 (0)1922 418181
sales@power-panels.co.uk
www.powerpanels.uk.com

Power Panels Electrical Systems Limited,
Landywood Green, Cheslyn Hay, Walsall, West Midlands WS6 7AL

Member of the Midlands
Assembly Network

